
enhancing the environment we live in

For over thirty years advanced window films have been 
installed on many buildings and vehicles throughout the 
world. You can be assured they will provide a long lasting 
solution by enhancing your glazing. Whether at work or at 
home they will let you enjoy the environment around you.

Bonwyke Ltd, Unit 3 
Salterns Lane Industrial Estate, 
Salterns Lane, Fareham, 
Hampshire PO16 0SU

T.01329 289621
F.01329 822768

www.bonwyke.co.uk
E.info@bonwyke.co.uk

Contact us today and enjoy the benefits:

Providing Solar, Safety & Energy Solutions

solar zone



Solar Heat
Reducing heat to keep your environment at a more comfortable temperature by using 
performance reflectives, subtle neutrals for listed and heritage buildings and the latest 
Nano technology and ceramic based films for virtually undetectable appearance. 
Our films can help solve this problem on both glass and Polycarbonate.

Glare
Maintain your view by reducing annoying glare for example on computer screens, plasma 
screens, display boards and school touch screen white-boards, all without the use of closed 
blinds. Improve your environment in which you work.

Energy
With the ever spiralling costs for fuel and the excessive use of air conditioning systems 
playing a significant part in climate change the addition of SolarZone solar control window 
films can upgrade energy performance and enhance the building’s long term sustainability. 
Thermodynamic modelling of buildings has made energy analysis more accessible and 
savings more visible. Using approved and accepted energy analysis software and computer 
simulations for whole-building modelling, we can forecast your potential savings, return on 
investment and reduction in CO emissions.

Fading
All our films block upto 99% of the sun’s Ultra Violet light, the main cause of fading 
to precious interiors. With films that further reduce heat and visible light you can minimise 
still further the damage caused to furnishings and fittings within your workplace or home.

What will window film do for you? 
Advanced Window Films installed onto your existing glazing offer an effective and long 
lasting solution to many problems such as excessive solar heat, glare, energy consumption, 
fading, privacy and insulation. They provide protection for safety, security and blast mitigation. 
Furthermore they enhance existing glass in decorative and aesthetic ways for a new look. 
Optically clear polyester films bonded to your glazing, by approved technicians are backed 
by manufacturer’s warrantees to assure you of a cost effective solution for many years.

Which window film will create the best solution?

Privacy
Prevents prying eyes looking into your home or office. Whether you require one way so you 
can see out; or total for 24hr privacy or a frosted look to maintain natural light there is a film 
for you. Our film range can provide this by being reflective, opaque or translucent.

Insulation
Allows your glass to be more efficient in winter by reducing the amount of heat loss leaving 
your building. Reducing heat gain in the summer and costly heat loss in the winter.

Safety
Certified Safety films will upgrade existing glass in situ to reinforce glass and keep 
dangerous shards in place in the event of breakage. Enabling you to conform to current 
glazing regulations and provide safety protection to occupants.

Security & Signal Defence
Glass is one of the weakest points of a building, vulnerable to burglars and vandals,
and even storm damage. Tough and tested security film creates an invisible barrier holding 
glass in place, enhanced further by using Ultima No Bar® and Clear Bar® Anchoring 
systems, delaying the ability to get through and also minimising the hazards and damage 
caused by flying glass. Cyber-attack has been highlighted as one of the most modern threats 
to business. Ultima SD® film can significantly reduce RF and IR signals leakage to a level of 
46 dB attenuation. Also available in a Blast Mitigation version for both physical and electronic 
protection. Available through our accredited dealer network.

Blast
Anything from an industrial explosion or terrorist attack the range of films available will keep 
shattered glass intact and protect building occupants and interiors. Specially designed 
to absorb blast shock waves and hold glass together, it is an insurance policy for your glass, 
providing protection when you need it most.

Impact Graphics & Design
Window film has the ability to transform glass with a fresh new look increasing value 
and comfort within the building. Be it a total renovation to a simple logo or manifestation.  
This could lead to attracting more tenants for office buildings to raising the brand awareness 
of your company. The list of films and types are vast, adding colour and light to your 
business, limited only by your own creativity…

Essential 
extras to 
our range

Impact Graphics
Coloured self-adhesive vinyl sheets cut and or printed to your 
design, which are used to enhance interior office partitions, 
entrance doors and large glazed areas. We also recommend 
frosted vinyls for a more subtle, etched effect.  We offer a 
bespoke design service printing directly on to most multimedia 
substrates including roll to roll media and flat board surfaces. 
Printed vinyls, wallpapers and optically clear window films are 
a really versatile way to allow you to make an area completely 
private, boldly branded or into a real statement. 

SolarZone Energy Program
The SolarZone portfolio of solar control and combined solar safety 
film deliver a range of energy-saving window films to precisely 
match your project needs. Whether you need a speedy return on 
investment, look at long-term energy conservation, or simply want 
to enhance the functionality of the building, there’s a SolarZone 
film for you.

e-Lite 70 & OptiLite 75 Xtra  
Energy Films
e-Lite 70 and OptiLite 75 Xtra are a spectrally selective series of
window films which filter out over half of the total solar heat,
allowing you to remain comfortable whilst enjoying the light. This 
new technology film, applied to your glass, is so clear it becomes 
virtually undetectable due to its non-reflective appearance. ‘We 
can offer an internal or external version suitable for most glass 
types. Reduce the energy and still enjoy the natural light’.

Ultima Window Defence Systems
For increased Security from both blast and physical attack then 
Ultima No Bar® is the ultimate in Window Edge Retention Systems. 
Designed to provide outstanding security and blast protection, 
this unique and robust system clamps a high specification multi 
laminated security window film to a frame. Ultima Clear Bar® 
is a complete stand alone frame containing clear shatter-proof 
polycarbonate strips that act as bars to provide a barrier to resist 
intruders without the visual impact of steel bars. Designed to stop 
entry in the event of an attack or civil unrest. Use our Ultima SD® 
film to be protected against electronic  bugging and eavesdropping, 
as well as attacks from harmful electromagnetic radiation. Available 
through our accredited dealer network.

External XTRA Solar Control Films
With the widest choice of industry leading long life external solar 
control and safety films, providing a cost effective solution to 
almost any glazing problem. Maximum performance, choice of 
appearance, suitable for all glass and some plastic/ polycarbonate 
types or where glass may not be accessed easily from the inside, 
such as roof lights or atria glazing.
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